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Abstract 
Big Data on Internet contains information valuable for enterprise decision making, but also challenges their traditional 
customized information service mode. Keyword-based search supplies as a complementary mechanism to discover the required 
information from Big Data, while its passive service mode and low precision brings down the efficiency of decision making. To 
solve the problem, a method is proposed by keeping aware of the decision making context, dynamically recognizing information 
requirement, automatically activating search process, based on domain knowledge previously built reflecting the latent relations 
between decision task types and the information required. From user view, decision making is not intercepted, and information 
focused on his current decision task is actively discovered, sent and displayed as support, so as to improve the efficiency. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
In recent years, Big Data has become truth and caused broad discussion [1-3]. Big Data on Internet contains 
valuable information useful to decision making. Increasing number of traditional enterprises have transferred their 
concern form local data to Big Data on Internet, wishing to discover information of great value. However, Big Data 
is not as easy to utilize as well-prepared local data. 
In traditional enterprises, there are information services tailored to decision support, which monitors decision 
making process, dynamically serves useful information to display or calculation based on local data systems. The 
information flow is previously defined in program codes or configuration files. The business logic that, on which 
decision point, for which decision task, which information should be served, and could be found from which data 
source, sent to which user, are all predefined [4, 5]. In Big Data environment, however, there are huge amount of 
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data sources, serving information in different types, redundant contents, and heterogeneous forms. It is unclear of 
information distribution, and is difficult to localize information precisely.  
Search engines provide a probable way to find information from Big Data, but not suit to enterprises. When user 
need some information for decision support, he firstly expresses his requirement into keyword expressions. He needs 
to carefully choose keywords to avoid ambiguity, and modify according to results. No matter how good is the 
performance of the search engine, in most cases, user needs time to browse and filter search results. Normally, 
keyword-based method achieves low precision, as machine does not understand user’s concerns, and user cannot 
express requirement precisely through keywords. Moreover, it follows a passive service mode, in that nothing 
returns if no keyword is submitted. Enterprise decision making puts high emphasis on efficiency, while passive 
service mode brings down the efficiency magnificently. 
To solve the problem, a simple idea is to make the search process automatic. During enterprise decision making, 
user information requirement has much more regularity than in personal manner. On making similar decisions, 
required information has similar content and scope. There are latent relations between decision task types and 
information required. If they are discovered and explicitly defined into domain knowledge, such automation is 
realizable. By this idea, a method is proposed, on how to prepare and utilize such domain knowledge, to realize 
active and focused information service for decision support within big data environment. From user view, during his 
decision making process, focused information is automatically discovered from Big Data, and actively sent to 
display or calculation. So user can focus on decision making, so as to improve efficiency. 
2. Related work 
On helping user expressing information requirement, there are methods in IR (information retrieval) domain, e.g. 
keyword generation [6] and query recommendation [7]. These methods give suggestions on requirement expression, 
based on various kinds of knowledge, including user searching behavior analysis [8], term relationship [6], semantic 
relativity [9], and so on. They boosted the prosperity of search engine advertisement, and got fast progress driven by 
its great commercial interest. However, they all require user to input some initial keywords as a hint, and then give 
suggestions based on it. They don’t care about user decision task, but about what user inputs in the search box. If the 
user chosen keywords do not precisely reflect his requirement, the recommended query and the returned search 
results are useless. Moreover, user still needs to distract part of his attention on initial keywords selection.  
On knowledge based methods, Google and IBM master the state-of-the-art. Google’s knowledge graph [10] 
serves as a formal knowledge definition, by which user input queries are mapped to a graph of concepts and 
instances with connections in between, so as to improve precision. IBM’s Robot Watson [11] can understand 
questions expressed in natural language, and quickly return precise answers based on a huge knowledge base, 
containing dictionaries, encyclopedias, books, newspapers, webpages and other knowledge Medias. In a word, 
knowledge has been successfully applied to solve the open-domain IR and QA (Question Answering) problems. 
Besides, knowledge has also been applied in decision support systems [12-14], and has successfully improved 
algorithm performance. As it is a new research topic on applying domain knowledge to solve problem of information 
service facing Big Data, few researches have been seen till now. 
3. Method 
By analysis of traditional customized information service mode, it is found when processing a same type of 
decision tasks, required information has similar scope and content, while differences mainly lie in detailed task 
features, such as related entities, space and time contexts. There are latent relations between user decision task types 
and their INF-REQs (information requirements). Our method is to mine and define the relations into domain 
knowledge, and then apply it to dynamically sense and recognize user INF-REQs. The method has 2 phases, 
introduced in detail as follow. 
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3.1. Domain knowledge construction 
Firstly, user decision tasks should be defined, means how many different kinds of user decision tasks exist in the 
domain. Classify domain user decision tasks, and divide until INF-REQs of 2 task types can be differentiated as 
variables. Take military operation command and control as an example, on making decisions about how to attack 2 
targets of same type, their INF-REQs can be differentiated as a target name variable. But when making decisions 
about how to defend from target strike, INF-REQ totally changes, not as simple as a variable. 
Each type of user decision tasks should have a globally unique ID. Six elements are suggested, containing 2 
groups: 1) <UserType, OperationType, ObjectType>, describing user decision making operations on the user 
interface, i.e. who is currently doing what operation to which object on the user interface; 2) <ActorType, 
ActionType, TargetType>, describing the user currently concerned missions that happen in the real world, i.e. who 
is currently doing, or has done, or will execute what action to which target object.  
After all the user decision tasks have been well classified and identified, create INF-REQ templates for each task 
types. In each template, the scope and content of the required information are modeled, with variables defined in it. 
A model called TIREM (Task INF-REQ Express Model) is designed, as shown in Tab. 1, containing 7 main parts, 
introduced in detail as follow. 
     Table 1. TIREM specification. 
<REQ> 
<LABEL>Literal description of the INF-REQ</LABEL> 
<USER>Information user type</USER> 
<OPERATION>User operation type</OPERATION> 
<MISSION>User concerned mission type</MISSION> 
<SELECT>Sub.prop1 &/|| Sub.prop2 &/|| …</SELECT> 
<WHERE>Sub.prop3 =/</> Value a &/|| Sub.prop4 =/</> Value b &/|| ……</WHERE> 
<FROM>Source 1 &/||/|- Source 2 &/||/|- ……</FROM> 
<MEDIATYPE>Type 1 || Type 2 || ……</MEDIATYPE> 
<WHEN> 
<START>Start time of the INF-REQ</START> 
<END>End time of the INF-REQ</END> 
<PERIOD>Period for refresh</PERIOD>  
<REPEAT>Period for repeated search</REPEAT> 
<EARLIEST>Earliest publish time</EARLIEST> 
<LATEST>Latest publish time</LATEST> 
<REALTIME>Real-time or non</REALTIME> 
</WHEN> 
<ORDERBY>1st rule |- 2nd rule |- ……</ORDERBY> 
</REQ> 
x LABEL: A literal description for human to understand the INF-REQ. 
x USER, OPERATION and MISSION: These 3 elements are used to define a decision task type from 3 
dimensions. USER represents the role of decision maker. OPERATION represents his current operation on the 
user interface. MISSION represents the user concerned mission that happen in the real world. 
x SELECT and WHERE: These 2 elements have the same meanings as in SQL. Difference lies in that each 
attribute following SELECT and WHERE is a “Subject-Property” pair. Following SELECT are properties of a 
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subject with value unknown, while following WHERE are properties of the same subject with value known. 
Property has semantics, reflecting some feature about a subject. With subject as a limit, a property will not be 
misunderstood as other subject’s properties, thus improves the precision. In relational databases, a table 
represents a class of subjects, while a line represents one single subject, and columns are its properties. In P/S 
(Publish/Subscribe) systems, the subscription request is constitute of value-known properties, while message 
content is constitute of value-unknown properties. In pure text, subjects and properties are in form of keywords. 
Therefore, SELECT and WHERE items can be translated to SQL queries, subscription requests and search 
keywords, so as to generate queries to relational database, P/S system and search engine, respectively. 
x FROM: For the required information, preferred sources, if there are, can be listed after FROM.  
x MEDIATYPE: Each information has a media type, e.g. text, image, video, audio, database, for-matted message 
and so on. Preferred types of the required information can be listed after MEDIATYPE.  
x WHEN: This element describes information timeliness. For durative INF-REQ that lasts for a period, 4 attributes 
are designed. START and END means when the requirement is in effect and finished, while PERIOD and 
REPEAT are used to set real-time info update frequency and time interval to periodically recollect new published 
non-real-time-info. For one-off INF-REQ (means after result set is received, the INF-REQ is invalid), 2 attributes 
are designed. The information publish time is later than EARLIEST and earlier than LATEST. REALTIME are 
used to limit information to real-time or non-real-time. 
x ORDERBY: This element defines how search results are ranked and ordered in the returned list. For example, 
“correlation |- trust level” means firstly order by result correlation with INF-REQ. If 2 results have same rank, 
order by source trust level. 
A template is constituted of an ID, and one or more TIREM models, described in “<REQ>…</REQ>” pairs. 
Variables are marked by “&()” operators. An example is shown at top right in Fig. 5. 
There are 2 strategies to design templates. The first is by experience. Invite domain experts to describe the 
required information according to their experiences, and let programmer to translate his description into template 
files. The second is by learning. Record user INF-REQs during task processing, and analyze logs by aid of machine 
learning tools.  
Finally, construct domain ontology. Ontology formally represents knowledge as a set of concepts within a 
domain, using a shared vocabulary to denote the types, properties and relations among concepts. It can be used here 
to solve the problem of cross-domain heterogeneity on describing INF-REQ semantics. So, it is suggested to 
construct user domain ontology, and design templates using terms defined in the ontology. On source side, it is also 
suggested to construct ontology, and describe its information metadata using terms defined in the ontology. 
However, different users and sources are in different domains, so their ontologies are heterogeneous to each other. 
To solve this problem, OM (ontology mapping) tools [15] can be used, which is able to find the concepts in different 
ontologies with similar meanings, properties and relations, and build alignment automatically. In this way, the INF-
REQ model semantics will not be mistranslated by different sources.  
3.2. Domain knowledge based information service 
In running phase, previously built domain knowledge will be applied to realize active and focused information 
service. Firstly, keep aware of user current decision task. On the user interface, functions are required to keep aware 
of the context information and dynamically assign values to the elements in <U, O, O, A, A, T>, so as to recognize 
current decision task type and features, listed as follow: 
x User awareness: identify user by monitoring login operation, and assign value to variable UserType; 
x User operation awareness: monitor user operations, including UI switching, tool operation, and so on. Define and 
code all supported operation types previously in preparing phase, and then in running phase, for each detected 
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user operation, assign its type code to variable OperationType, and the operated object type code to variable 
ObjectType; 
x Concerned missions awareness: concerned missions are commonly described in some formatted files and 
imported into user software, containing descriptions about the executor, actions and targets, which can be 
resolved and assigned to variable ActorType, ActionType, TargetType; 
x Entity and context awareness: during the decision process, collect information about various kinds of entity IDs, 
area IDs, and system time, and form a feature variable set. 
Based on dynamically recognized decision task type, i.e. the <U, O, O, A, A, T> pair, a previously built mapping 
template containing knowledge reflecting the latent relations between such type of decision task and according 
normally required information, could be load from the template base. For each variable defined in the template, 
assign with value of the according variable in the task feature variable set. After all variables have their values 
assigned, an INF-REQ is generated. 
Before the generated INF-REQ is submitted to the search engines, its semantics should be precisely described 
according to domain ontology, in order to get precise result feedback. In TIREM syntax, semantic description 
patterns like subject and properties are supported. With such description patterns, an INF-REQ is not only a 
combination of keywords, but explicitly indicates which properties of which subject is to be queried, and which 
properties of the subject should take what values. Each subject and property is predefined in domain ontology, and 
identified by namespace. For example, “warship:Lincoin” represents “Lincoin” aircraft carrier defined in ontology 
about warships, and will not be mistranslated to other concepts like “people:Lincoin” or “car:Lincoin”. In practices, 
we encounter synonym problems. For example, “wp:F-22” and “wp:Raptor” are 2 IDs about a same type of plane. 
To avoid low recall of search result, both IDs should be included in the INF-REQ. Similarly, “wp:FlyingRange” and 
“wp:Voyage” both mean the longest distance a plane could fly through, and should both be included as well.  
After above steps, an INF-REQ model is formed. Then it will be submitted to various search engines on Internet. 
The submit process needs management, as information presented at wrong time is a burden rather than support.  
According to value of REALTIME, the INF-REQ will be published to engines of real-time or non-real-time 
information sources. For durative INF-REQs, according to START and END, they will be made valid and invalid. If 
PERIOD has value, real-time information will be pushed to user periodically, while if REPEAT has value, the INF-
REQ will be resubmitted to search engine periodically. For one-off INF-REQs, only the information published later 
than EARLIEST and earlier than LATEST will be returned.  
Finally, according to information type, the INF-REQ will be translated into according formats. For structured 
information in databases, it will be translated into SQL queries. For real-time information contained in messages 
pushed by P/S systems, it will be translated into subscription requests. For pure text information contained in 
webpages, it will be translated into keyword expressions. A set of translation rules have been defined to realize 
automatic translation from TIREM to SQL queries, subscription requests, and keyword expressions, which is not 
introduced in detail here.  
4. Prototype system 
The method has been implemented in a military command & control system, so as to build a prototype system for 
method verification and validation. During the whole process of operation command & control, commander needs 
information for decision support. 
In the domain knowledge preparing phase, commander’s decision tasks have been classified into 55 types, 
containing two-two combination of 5 user operation types (mission acceptance, situation analysis, operation 
planning, execution monitoring, effect assessment) and 11 concerned mission types (fixed target striking, moving 
target interception, air attack defensing, anti-terrorism operation etc.), forming a 5*11 matrix, each cell representing 
a task type.  
Templates have been designed for each task type according to commanders’ experiences. User required 
information covers real-time, non-real-time, structured and unstructured data.  
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About 13TB military data has been collected, distributed on 110 data nodes, in order to simulate Big Data 
environment. 
Four domain ontologies have been constructed, including 84 concepts, 28 relations, and about 2k instances, with 
mapping relations built using ontology mapping tool Falcon-AO [15]. 
The prototype system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. Task awareness module has been developed and embedded 
in user interface, including time detection, login monitoring, formatted mission file analysis, work process 
monitoring, plan execution monitoring, and user interface operation listening. Functional modules have been 
developed to realize INF-REQ generation and submission, containing task analysis, template loading, template 
variable assignment, semantic description, and submission management. Result presentation module has been 
developed in user interface, including table, literal text, and map elements. On source side, INF-REQ translation 
modules have been developed for search engine, database, P/S system, respectively. 
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Figure 1.  Prototype system architecture 
A tool has been developed to manage templates, as shown in Fig. 2. With this tool, one can easily browse all the 
templates defined in the template base, filter templates by decision task type’s globally unique ID, and add / delete / 
modify templates on demand. Furthermore, this tool has an important function – record user behaviours of template 
add / delete / modify, which is useful to cumulate sample data for user preference analysis, so as to mine regular 
relations between decision task types and required information. 
5. Experiments 
To verify the feasibility and performance of the method, experiments have been taken using the prototype system.  
3 commanders were invited to operate on the user interface simultaneously. During the operation process, 
decision tasks in the matrix were triggered respectively. Each time a task was triggered, applying above method, a 
set of INF-REQs were generated, with search results returned automatically. In this manner, the commanders needed 
not to input keywords in the search box, unless he has extra information requirement. In most time, the commanders 
were focused on their concerned problems. This is the main advantage of our method. 
Moreover, each time a task was triggered, the commanders were asked to input their INF-REQs manually, each 
with time cost recorded. Mean time cost is calculated based on the 3 values. Meanwhile, time cost of automatic INF-
REQ generation is recorded as well. In this way, for each test, 2 time cost values are recorded, one for manual mode, 
and another for automatic mode. Time costs of 55 tests are shown in Fig. 3. Mean time cost for manual mode is 
about half a minute, while for automatic mode, about half a second. It’s obvious that automatic mode can effectively 
save user time on INF-REQ modeling. 
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Figure 2.  Template management interface screenshot 
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Figure 4.  Precision comparison 
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The 3 sets of manually inputted INF-REQs, along with the automatically generated one, were submitted to search 
engines, respectively. In this way, we got 4 search result sets, each containing 100 results. For each one result within 
a result set, its relevance with according decision task is scored by 5 different human valuators (score value between 
0~100%), with mean score calculated. For a result set, precision is calculated as the mean score of the 100 results. 
For 3 result sets returned in manual mode, average precision is calculated. In this way, for each test, 2 precision 
values are recorded, one for manual mode, and another for automatic mode. Precision of 55 tests are shown in Fig. 4. 
Mean precision for manual mode is about 38.7%, while for automatic mode, about 60.5%. It’s obvious that results of 
automatically generated INF-REQs are more focused on current decision task. 
As an explanation to the above test results, an instance of automatic INF-REQ generation process is shown in Fig. 
5. The mission accepted was to dispatch battle planes to intercept enemy planes, in order to defend some core 
facilities from attack. The current user operation on interface was planning the flying path of the battle planes. At the 
top right is the dynamically loaded template for this detected task. It contains 2 INF-REQs, i.e. information about 
enemy planes’ flying ability and real-time track within 10 minutes. 3 variables were dynamically assigned with 
values: EnemyPlaneType=”F-22”, TargetID=”MO2343”, CirremtTime=”14:11:05”. One of the generated INF-
REQs is shown at the bottom. Based on the domain ontology, the property “Air Battle Performance” was expanded 
with “Ultrasonic Cruise Velocity”, “High Altitude Max Speed”, “Sea Level Max Speed”, “Max Height”, “Max 
Bomb Load”, “Airborne Radar Forward Detect Distance”, and “Max Air-Air Attack Range”; and the value “F-22” 
was expanded with “F-22” and “Raptor”. From the instance, one can see that normally the automatically generated 
INF-REQs are detailed, because lots of terms for restriction and expanding were added according to template and 
domain ontology. But for human, to input an INF-REQ with similar complexity is quite time consuming. This also 
explains why automatically generated INF-REQs can get more precise search results. 
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</R E Q >
<R E Q > <!--R eq 2˖R eal-time Information of the enemy plane-->
……
<S E LE C T>E nemyP lane.[C ordinate & H eight& H eading & Velocity &
Type]</S E LE C T>
<WH E R E >E nemyPlane.ID = &(TargetID )</WH E R E >
<WH E N>
<S TA R T>&(C urrentTime)</S TA R T>
<E ND >&(C urrentTime) + 600s</E ND >
<P E R IO D >1s</P E R IO D >
</WH E N >
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</R E Q >
<R E Q > <!--R eq 3˖E nemy plane’s recentdynamics-->
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<S E LE C T>B attleP lane.*</S E LE C T>
<WH E R E >B attleP lane.Type = &(E nemyP laneType)</WH E R E >
……
</R E Q >
<R E Q > <!--R eq 4˖A vailable battle plane in the air or nearby airports-->
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F -22
M O 2343
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<…… wp=“http://www.example1.com/ontology/weapon.owl” zb=“http://www.example2.com/ontology/equipment.owl”>
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<WH E R E >(wp: B attleP lane -> wp: Type = wp: F -22) or (wp: B attleP lane -> wp: Type = wp: R aptor)</WH E R E >
……
 
 Figure 5.  INF-REQ model generation example 
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An example of information result display is shown in Fig. 6. All the search results are organized by their content 
and types – means structured or unstructured.  
Structured information about the enemy plane contains the plane’s target ID (MO2343) and type (F-22), its 
dynamic moving status (longitude, latitude, altitude, direction, and velocity), and its air battle performance 
(ultrasonic cruise velocity, high altitude max speed, sea level max speed, max height, max bomb load, airborne radar 
forward detect distance, and max air-air attack range). Unstructured information about the enemy plane contains its 
related news reports collected from webpages on Internet, each of which could be clicked to view detail. Above 
information is used for the commander to decide whether to intercept the enemy plane or not, and how to intercept it. 
Also displayed is structured information about available battle plane in the air or nearby airports (plane type, amount, 
and location), which is used for the commander to choose interception mission executor. 
When merged in a unified picture, it displays a whole picture about the battle situation. Within the picture is 
information closely related to user current concerned decision task, and is key to helping commanders to analyse 
current situation and design interception plan. Such ability to focalize user concern on task related information could 
not be realized by traditional information service modes, which directly displays user wondered information in a 
brief picture automatically, with user time saved on information search. In this way, efficiency of battle situation 
understanding can be improved. 
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 Figure 6.  Result display interface screenshot 
6. Conclusions 
Big Data challenges the customized information service mode in traditional enterprise decision support systems, 
while application of keyword based search method brings down user decision making efficiency. A method has been 
proposed to solve the problem by making the requirement generation and search process automatic, based on 
previously constructed domain knowledge about the latent relations from decision task types to commonly required 
information. It is verified through experiments that: 1) Efficiency of search process is improved as user time cost on 
INF-REQ modeling is saved; 2) Precision of search results is improved, as the generated INF-REQ model is usually 
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more detailed than the manually inputted ones. Most of all, activeness of information service is improved, as search 
results are returned automatically during commander’s decision making process. 
Further research is focused on knowledge construction. Template is a basic knowledge form, and the next step is 
to mine mapping rules form the gradually accumulated mapping templates, so as to improve the performance. 
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